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After a four-year decline in the early 1990s, Azerbaijan entered a

period of dynamic development. The formation of the Institute of

the President with a high level of trust and stable socio-political

stability in the country limited the negative impact of unstable

factors on economic development. As of 2005, Gross Domestic
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Product (GDP) already exceeded the level of the 1990s by 11 per

cent. Although transformational decline was deeper in Azerbaijan

compared to other transitional countries, the recovery was faster.

By 2004-13, the country, in terms of its economic growth

(averaged annually 13 per cent), became the world leader. During

this period, fiscal policy turned into the most important high-

throughput policy in economic growth. Between 2004 and 2013,

the budget expenditures increased by 12.7 times, while the capital

expenditures went up by 47 times. About half of the profit received

from the oil sector was spent on the socio-economic development

of the country. Due to the use of large state financial resources,

high-quality socio-economic infrastructure was built and economic

activity increased.

Starting from the second half of 2014, a threefold decrease in

world oil prices, recessions and devaluations in partner countries

created the need to adapt the Azerbaijani economy to external

shocks. As such, GDP grew by an average of 0.8 per cent, and by

2.3 per cent in the non-oil sector in 2017-18. Consequently,

restoring sustainable, long-lasting, high and inclusive growth,

achieving the continuation of the process of convergence of the

country on this basis and maintaining its international positions

became the main challenges for the country.

After the formation of macroeconomic stability in the country,

special attention was given to deep structural reforms, which play

an important role in bringing the economy to a more productive



and more stable state in relation to shocks. In this regard, the next

stage of economic reforms in Azerbaijan covers 2016-19. It is not a

coincidence that Strategic Road Map on the Prospects of National

Economy of the Republic of Azerbaijan adopted in 2016[1] placed

special emphasis on the continuation of structural reforms and

transition to a more effective management system.

Structural reforms played a significant role in eliminating the

problems that hindered the development of the economy, and

made it possible to increase the satisfaction of the population and

entrepreneurs, further improving transparency, reducing the

number of administrative procedures in various sectors and

expenses, and further improving the quality of public services:

The number of registration procedures for starting a business

decreased from three to one, and the term – from three and half

days to just half a day. At the same time, the registration

procedure through the E-Government portal in addition to the

notification of labour contracts by the employer was

eliminated[2].

At present, all technical specifications and conclusions in

connection with building permits are electronic without the

participation of the entrepreneurs. Getting the permits for

construction and exploitation is completely free and done

electronically via the internet according to the “One Window”

principle. In addition, the number of procedures was reduced

from 18 to seven, the number of days from 116 to 38, and
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expenses from 6,600 AZN to 3,345 AZN (expenses for

engineering and search works performed by the private sector)

[3].

An electronic application system for connecting to the power grid

was put into use, the number of procedures was reduced from

seven to two, the number of days from 41 to 20[4].

For the execution of the appeals on problems related to real

estate registration and cadaster, special and independent

mechanisms were created related to each of them, the number of

procedures was reduced from three to one, the number of days

from five and a half to one[5].

It is allowed to provide all types of encumbrances for getting the

credits and the possibility of indicating the maximum amount of

the main obligation in the encumbrance agreement[6].

The protection of the rights of small investors was strengthened,

as such, as a result of a successful lawsuit by shareholders, the

operation (deal) of the court can be revoked. Shareholders are

able to bring the director into responsibility for damage caused

by operations[7].

The rate of social insurance fees was reduced from 22 per cent to

15 per cent and the administration of VAT refunds was improved

and can be done in electronic form. The tax burden was

significantly reduced, and additional tax benefits provided to

micro and small business entities[8].
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The application of special rules on obtaining by foreign trade

participants the right to permanently use the “Green Corridor”

access system, suspension, liquidation and restoration of these

rights has been started. Customs control and customs processing

is now implemented more quickly and in a more transparent

manner and physical customs inspection has been minimised[9].

Simplified procedures were set in legislation regarding petty

claims and criteria for petty claims. Court regulation standards

were improved. The law “On Mediation” and administrative rules

was adopted. The legislation was improved in the field of

electronic implementation of legal trials services related to

complaints[10].

In order to vote for the recovery plan for the settlement of

bankruptcy, the division of creditors into groups, a separate

voting of each group and applying the same approach in relations

with all the members of the same group was considered in the

law. The time standards for auctions was reduced[11].

In accordance with international standards, the legislative base

for public procurement was improved (public procurement of up

to three million US dollars is implemented only in electronic

form). Based on the most modern standards, a unified internet

portal of public procurement and an electronic procurement

model was created, procedures for the conducting public

procurement were simplified and completely computerised and

effective management was created in this field. Total number of

the days on public procurement procedures was reduced from 53
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to 31, and provision of a tender offer from one-five per cent to

one per cent[12].

The implemented reforms also had a positive impact on

Azerbaijan’s position on international platforms. Notably,

Azerbaijan was included in the top 10 of the most reforming

countries of the world in the “Doing Business 2019” report, making

Azerbaijan the country where the most reforms were made in the

world. In the new report, the position of Azerbaijan, compared to

2017, advanced 32 places and now ranks 25th among 190

countries.

In accordance with the Global Competitiveness Index, released by

the World Economic Forum, Azerbaijan, having advanced 11

places, ranks 58th among 141 countries. In accordance with the

latest publication of the report, Azerbaijan, advancing in eight out

of 12 indicators, took a leading position among the CIS countries.

The greatest progress was observed in the commodity market

(+27), macroeconomic stability (+23) and skills (+17). The highest

rating of the was observed on the food market indicator (10th

place). Note that this indicator shows internal competition, trade

openness, speed of customs processing, etc. The strongest progress

was observed in the subcomponents of dynamics of debts (+47),

budget transparency (+45), credit difference (+40),

indemnification expenses for the employees (+39), and the

strength of audit and reporting standards (+33).
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Note that improving the country’s international position plays a

significant role in the deepening the integration of the global

economy.

In general, implemented reforms create the conditions for the

complete modernisation of socio-economic infrastructure and

improvement of the business environment. This will allow the

country to attract even more investment into the economy, create

new jobs, increase professionalism and labour productivity, and

improve the structure of the economy. In this respect, an

acceleration of economic convergence in Azerbaijan can be

observed in subsequent years.
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